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Abstract: The people who are having complete blindness or low vision face many types of hurdles in performing 

every day routine works. Blindness can occur due to many reasons including disease, injury or other conditions that 

limit vision. Our aim is to develop a navigation aid for the blind and the visually impaired people.  We design and 

implement a smart cap which helps the blind and the visually impaired people to navigate freely by experiencing their 

surroundings. The scene around the person will be captured by using a NoIR camera and the objects in the scene will 

be detected. The headset will give a voice output describing the detected objects. The architecture of the system 

consists of Raspberry Pi 3 processor, NoIR camera, headset and a power source. The processor collects the frames of 

the surroundings and convert it to voice output. The device uses TensorFlow API, opensource machine learning library 

developed by the Google Brain Team for the object detection and classification. TensorFlow helps in creating machine 

learning models capable of identifying and classifying multiple objects in a single image. Thus, details corresponding 

to various objects present within a single frame are obtained using TensorFlow API. A Text to Speech Synthesiser 

(TTS) software called eSpeak is used for converting the details of the detected object (in text format) to speech output. 

So the video captured by using the NoIR camera is finally converted to speech signals and thus narration of the scene 

describing various objects is done. Objects which come under different classes like mobiles, vase, person, vehicles, 

couch etc are detected.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Blindness is a condition in which individuals lose their vision perception. Mobility and self-reliability for the visually 

impaired and blind people has always been a problem, they are not familiar with and usually require someone to help 

them navigate. They often bump into the obstacles present in their way thus hindering their free movement. According 

to WHO (World Health Organization), it is estimated that approximately 1.3 billion people live with some form of 

vision impairment. With regards to distance vision, 188.5 million people have mild vision impairment, 217 million 

have moderate to severe vision impairment, and 36 million people are blind. The conventional methods adopted like 

cane helps in avoiding the obstacles in their way but they do not help them identify and locate the objects. Hence, 

assistance is required for the blind that helps him/her in locating objects in an environment.  

 

This project aims to help the blind in object detection with the distance of the object and to provide an audio 

information about the object detected.  

 

The system helps the blind to navigate independently using real time object detection and identification. The System 

consists of use of devices such as Raspberry Pi-3, Pi camera, Ultrasonic sensors and power supply. For object 

detection, TensorFlow is used. The Proposed System generates a audio output which is the result of object detected 

and distance measured. The visually impaired man hears the audio output through the earphones connected to the cap 

and hence, it helps him in navigation . 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM. 

 

A. Architecture Diagram 

The below figure is the Architecture diagram of the proposed System. The system helps the blind to navigate 

independently using real time object detection and identification. The proposed system consists of a Raspberry Pi-3 

processor which is loaded with a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network model (CNN) developed using 

TensorFlow. 
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Fig.1 Architecture Diagram 

 

The processor is connected to a NoIR camera. The processor is coded in python. The NoIR camera captures the image 

in real time and will be provided to the Raspberry Pi-3 processor for processing it. The python code uses the COCO 

model to detect and classify the objects. It will draw boundary boxes around the detected and will also show the 

category index of the object. The category index of the detected objects will be stored in a text file. The category index 

consists of the class name and class id of the detected object. After the process of Object detection, the ultra-sonic 

sensors measure the distance of the object detected. This information is stored in a text file. The contents of the text 

file is converted to voice using the Text to Speech Synthesiser (TTS) software eSpeak. This system is portable and 

the user can easily carry it.  

 

PI-CAM: It connects to a computer and internet and captures picture or motion video of user or another object and it 

allows face to face communication.  

  

ULTRASONIC SENSOR(HC-SR04): It emits sound waves at a frequency too high for humans to hear, they wait for 

sound to be reflected back and calculates the distance.  

  

RASPBERRY PI: It’s a tiny credit card size computer in addition of a keyboard, mouse, display, power supply, USD 

card with installed LINUX distribution. It works as a low-cost server to handle light internal or web traffic.   

 

B. Flowchart 

 

The flowchart shows the step by step process taking place in the Proposed System. 

• Start the process  

• The Raspberry Pi 3 processor is used.  

• The processor is loaded with a pre-trained object detection model which is downloaded  

• Pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network model (CNN) developed using TensorFlow is loaded into the 

memory. TensorFlow widely used in the field of object detection loaded into memory.  

• The web camera which helps in real-time video capture or image capture which helps to identify the object 

present in the image using the above pre-trained model.  

• Labelling of class and score with the boundary box where the images are detected by drawing the boundary 

boxes.  

• Results in the detection of the object. 

• The ultrasonic sensors are powered which detect the distance. 

• The output of object detection and distance measured is stored in text format in a file. 

• The text document is converted into a voice using eSpeak by using text to speech Synthesizer.  

• The output is obtained in the form of voice through headset or earphones.  

• The process is stopped.  
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Fig 2. Figure showing the workflow of the system. 

 

III. RELATED SURVEY 

 

[1] Visually impaired people face lot of difficulties in their daily life. Most of the times they depend on others for 

help. Several technologies for assistance of visually impaired people have been developed. Among the various 

technologies being utilized to assist the blind, Computer Vision based solutions are emerging as one of the most 

promising options due to their affordability and accessibility. The main objective of the proposed system is to create 

a wearable visual aid for visually impaired people in which speech commands are accepted from the user. Its 

functionality addresses identification of objects and sign boards. This will help the visually impaired people to manage 

day-to-day activities and to navigate through their surroundings. Raspberry Pi is used to implement artificial vision 

using python language on the Open CV platform.   

  

[2] Science and technology always try to make human life easier. The people who are having complete blindness or 

low vision faces many difficulties during their navigation. In this paper, we design and implement a smart cap which 

helps the blind and the visually impaired people to navigate freely by experiencing their surroundings. The scene 

around the person will be captured by using a NoIR camera and the objects in the scene will be detected. The earphones 

will give a voice output describing the detected objects. The architecture of the system includes the processor 

Raspberry Pi 3, NoIR camera, earphones and a power source. The processor collects the frames of the surroundings 

and convert it to voice output. The device uses TensorFlow API, open-source machine learning library developed by 

the Google Brain Team for the object detection and classification. TensorFlow helps in creating machine learning 

models capable of identifying and classifying multiple objects in a single image Thus, details corresponding to various 

objects present within a single frame are obtained using TensorFlow API. A Text to Speech Synthesizer (TTS) 

software called eSpeak is used for converting the details of the detected object (in text format) to speech output. So 
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the video captured by  using the NoIR camera is finally converted to speech signals and thus narration of the scene 

describing various objects is done. Objects which come under 90 different classes like cell phone, vase, person, couch 

etc. are detected.   

 

[3] Human vision plays a vital role in awareness about surrounding environment. The term visual impairment covers 

wide range and variety of vision, from blindness and lack of usable sight; to low vision, which cannot be corrected to 

normal vision with standard eyeglasses or contact lenses. Visually impaired tools can assist them to enrich their 

lifestyle. To provide assistance to visually impaired people, this paper presents multi-sensor based system for object 

detection in indoor environment. Object detection is performed on a captured image using statistical parameters, which 

is further validated using support vector machine algorithm. To increase the accuracy of the object detection, multi-

sensor concept is employed by interfacing ultrasonic sensor. Moreover, small object near feet is detected using infrared 

sensor. Experimental results show efficacy of the proposed method. 

 

[4] This paper presents an effective method of providing dayto-day mobility aid to visually impaired people. An 

android application named X-EYE using LOOXCIE wearable camera is designed for blind people to navigate safely. 

Existing navigation aid systems use various hardware components such as sensors that are expensive and cause health 

hazards. The proposed system presents an economical solution using a wearable camera and a smart phone to provide 

safe navigation facility to the visually impaired user. X-EYE provides the features of obstacle detection, person 

recognition, location tracking and sharing, SMS reader, and language translation. Audio messages are specifically 

generated to provide better usability to the blind/visually impaired user. The proposed system is robust to egocentric 

video limitations i.e. partial appearance of objects, sudden background change, jitter effects, and illumination 

conditions. Performance of the proposed method is evaluated on ten real-time egocentric videos. Experimental results 

indicate the effectiveness of our method in terms of providing safe mobility service to the visually impaired people.   

  

[5] The simplest and the most affordable navigations tools available to them are trained dogs and the white canes. 

Although these tools are very popular, they cannot provide the blind with all information and features for safe mobility, 

which are available to normal people. The solution to this is to make any obstacles on the road easy to identify so that 

even the smallest unevenness on the path like a protrusion or a depression can be identified. In this paper, we present 

a cost effective and robust solution by the means of wearable and portable assistive devices for visually-impaired 

people. We have used two main components, namely ultrasonic sensor Arduino Nano microcontroller. They are used 

in unison gyroscope which forms a critical element of the system along with other modules to create a prototype of an 

obstacle detection system. The advantages and disadvantages of such a system as well as the functionalities which 

could be improved with the addition of newer modules are all described here.  

 

[6] The objective of this paper is to guide unsighted people with smart device using an Android Phone. This device is 

an innovative and cause effective guide system for Visually Impaired People (VIP). Blind people major problem is to 

navigate the outdoor region. Voice is the main of scope, allows you to control your phone using your voice. This 

system based on Android technology and designed for trying to solve the impossible situation that afflicts the blind 

people. The application helps the user to open any app as well as to call any contact through voice commands. Users 

can command a mobile device to do something via speech. These commands are then immediately interpreted by the 

Speech Recognition Engine (SRE) that converts speech into text for direct actions. This method also helps, when the 

VIP feels alone in a missing environment by allowing him to make a voice call to a known person. Apart from this, 

the system is added with a Selendroid app interface which enables the VIP to fetch the latest information from various 

web servers. The latest information retrieved by the Selendroid architecture includes live weather report, transport 

related information and news update.   

 

[7] Eyes are organs of our visual system. In this paper, we are presenting a unique intelligent electronic eye that 

provides road guidance to blind people while they are walking. Surrounding visual data is collected by image and 

obstacle sensors mounted on a helmet which the user has to put in. The data is sent to a processor which works in a 

line similar to our brain function. The processor analyses the data and provides necessary voice information to the 

user which helps them in movement. The electric power for this unit is availed through solar photo voltaic module, 

piezoelectric source and also from electricity generated from body temperature. The device will help in great extent 

to the visually impaired people who are unfortunate see this beautiful world. 

 

[8] This paper bring the decision about the problem facing by the visual impaired person. Here, we designed the device 

to system for the visually impaired person to handle problem in the environment. They face difficulties in independent 

accessing public transport since they cannot read the route number and unsure about the physical location of the bus, 

identifying the person and they can also find difficulty in crossing the road. We focus on presenting the main 
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advantages and limitations of each technique in effort to inform the scientific community about the progress in the 

area of system and also offer users a review about the capabilities of each system.  

 

[9] The need for developing a low-cost assistive system for the visually impaired and blind people has increased with 

steady increase in their population worldwide. The stick system presented in the paper uses artificial intelligence along 

with various sensors in real time to help the visually disabled people to navigate their environment independently. 

Image recognition, collision detection and obstacle detection are the three tasks performed by the system. The image 

recognition task was performed using a smartphone application powered by artificial intelligence. The tasks of 

collision detection and obstacle detection utilized ultrasonic sensors to alert the user of the obstacles appearing in his 

route. The stick system also managed to demonstrate the important characteristics of affordability, high efficiency, 

mobility and ease.  

 

[10] In this paper, a solar energy driven wearable autonomous smart cap for pedestrian safety has been proposed. A 

flexible solar panel capable of providing 10.2V and 120mA has been used as means of powering up wearable smart 

cap. There has been immense increase in the number of accidents noticed in the past few years due to the massive use 

of mobile phones on the roads. The flexible solar panel has been used as the means to power the cap. The flexible 

solar panel employed in the proposed system has very less weight and is extremely flexible which make it feasible to 

be installed on the cap. The idea of using a flexible solar panel has the grounds for eliminating the dependency of the 

proposed smart cap on primary batteries which gets fueled up with time. The propounded system is an efficient system 

which has the ability to detect the obstacle in the path of a mobile user and alert the pedestrian in a userfriendly manner 

in order to avoid the accident. The propounded system has been tested with the various volunteers and the response 

has been very much positive. The proposed system has been reviewed as accurate and userfriendly. 

 

[11] This paper presents the modelling , implementation and testing of an experimental microcontroller (MCU) based 

smart assistive system which can be used by the visually impaired or blind people. This device includes haptic and 

audio feedback options from which the user can select. A Smart Phone can be used to control the device using 

predefined voice commands and Bluetooth connectivity. The device is portable and the purpose of its usage is to warn 

the user when objects are present on the walking path so collision can be avoided. Distance measurements, between 

the user and possible obstacles, are performed using ultrasonic echolocation and the data provided by the ultrasonic 

sensor is processed by a microcontroller, which also handles the feedback part. The hardware design, software 

architecture and mechanical design of the enclosure as well as the breadboard prototyping are covered in this material. 

Experimental results performed in different functionality scenarios demonstrate that the proposed system can be 

successfully used to full fill its purpose  

  

[12] This paper presents a developed device to solve the problem of moving and navigating of visually impaired and 

blind people. This device, called Ultrasonic Assistive Headset, is light, simple and low-cost option compared with 

other assistive devices. Ultrasonic Assistive Headset will guide for them among obstacles by employing ultrasonic 

distance sensors, microcontroller, voice storage circuit and solar panels to be battery-free. In proposed method, 

ultrasonic waves arrive to the ultrasonic sensors on the spherical membrane of the headset after sending this waves 

from ultrasonic distance sensors reflection from obstacles. A microcontroller determines the location of the obstacles 

according to the sensor ID and the information of distance. The system produces a voice data defining the location, 

and then it speaks to blind person where the obstacles are. Ultrasonic Assistive Headset can be used easily by them 

both indoor and outdoor, so they can avoid obstacles quickly and accurately.  

 

[13] Navigation assistance for visually impaired (NA VI) refers to systems that are able to assist or guide people with 

vision loss, ranging from partially sighted to totally blind, by means of sound commands. Many researchers are 

working to assist visually impaired people in different ways like voice based assistance, ultrasonic based assistance, 

camera based assistance and in some advance way researchers are trying to give transplantation of real eyes with 

robotic eyes which can capable enough to plot the real image over patient retina using some biomedical technologies. 

In other way creating a fusion of sensing technology and voice based guidance system some of the products were 

developed which could give better result than individual technology. There are some limitation in system like obstacle 

detection which could not see the object but detection the object and camera based system can't work properly in 

different light level so the proposed system is a fusion of colour sensing sensor and the obstacle sensor along with the 

voice based assistance system. The main idea of the proposed system to make person aware of path he is walking and 

also the obstacle in the path.   
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The system has a simple architecture that transforms the visual information captured using a camera to voice 

information using Raspberry Pi. The proposed system is cheap and configurable. The device is a real-time system that 

monitors the environment and provides audio information about the environment making his/her navigation more safe 

and secure. TensorFlow is widely used in the field of object detection. It is an open source software library for 

numerical computation using data flow graphs.  

The object detection can be developed to count the number of objects in a scene. In this paper, the COCO model is 

used to train the SSD mobilenet which can detection only 90 classes of objects. The number of objects can be increased 

by training the model by ourselves. Face detection can be also incorporated so that the blind person can easily identify 

his/her family members and friends. 
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